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Abstract—In this paper, we design interference free
transceivers for multi-user two-way relay systems, where a multi-
antenna base station (BS) simultaneously exchanges information
with multiple single-antenna users via a multi-antenna amplify-
and-forward relay station (RS). To offer a performance bench-
mark and provide useful insight into the transceiver structure,
we employ alternating optimization to find optimal transceivers
at the BS and RS that maximizes the bidirectional sum rate.
We then propose a low complexity scheme, where the BS
transceiver is the zero-forcing precoder and detector, and the RS
transceiver is designed to balance the uplink and downlink sum
rates. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme
is superior to the existing zero forcing and signal alignment
schemes, and the performance gap between the proposed scheme
and the alternating optimization is minor.
Index Terms—Two-way relay, multi-user, multi-antenna,
transceiver, cellular systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-way relay (TWR) techniques have attracted consider-
able interest owing to its high spectral efficiency. Most of
prior works study TWR systems with single user pair, where
two users exchange information via a single relay station (RS)
[1]–[3]. Various transmission schemes have been proposed for
single antenna nodes [1] and multi-antenna nodes [2], [3].
Recently, the design for TWR systems is extended to multi-
user cases [4]–[11], which can be roughly divided into two
categories based on the system topologies, i.e., symmetric and
asymmetric systems. In symmetric systems [4]–[6], multiple
user pairs exchange information via a RS. In asymmetric
systems, a base station (BS) exchanges messages with multiple
users [7]–[11], which is a typical scenario of cellular networks.
In this paper, we study multi-user TWR cellular system,
where a multi-antenna BS communicates with multiple single-
antenna users bidirectionally via a multi-antenna amplify-and-
forward (AF) relay. Owing to the importance from practical
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perspective, there is a considerable amount of work on de-
signing transceivers for such a system [8]–[11]. However, its
transceiver optimization is challenging due to the complicated
interference among multiple users in the broadcast and multi-
access phases, and even its bidirectional sum capacity is still
not available until now.
Allocating orthogonal time or frequency resources to the
uplink and downlink signals of different users is an immediate
way to eliminate the interference [7], with which existing
single-user TWR techniques can be directly applied. Since this
is far from optimal, a further attempt is to introduce an inter-
ference free constraint, which is essentially the zero-forcing
(ZF) principle. Though also suboptimal in a sense of sum rate,
such a design can capture the inherent degrees of freedom
of the system, which is an approximate characterization of
the capacity at the high signal-to-noise (SNR) level. Along
this line, several ZF-principle based transceivers have been
proposed. Considering that the RS is equipped with multiple
antennas, a natural solution is to apply ZF transceiver at the
RS to separate all the signals from and to the BS and users
[8]. This ZF scheme employs orthogonal spatial resources to
differentiate different links, thereby the RS should be equipped
with enough antennas. To remove all the interference, at least
2N antennas are required at the RS for a system with N
antennas at the BS and N single antenna users. When the RS
is only with N antennas, the multiple antennas at the BS also
need to be exploited to ensure interference free transmission.
In [9]–[11], the concept of signal alignment (SA) [12] is
employed to reduce the number of interference experienced
at the relay. The SA scheme exploits the self-interference
cancelation (SIC) [13] ability of TWR. Its basic idea is to
project the uplink and downlink signals of each user onto the
same spatial direction at the RS through proper BS precoding,
such that the RS can separate N superimposed signals. After
receiving a superimposed signal forwarded by the RS, each
user removes its transmitted uplink signal via SIC, and obtains
its desired downlink signal.
Both the ZF and SA schemes are based on ZF-principle.
Nonetheless, they are not the only interference free solution1.
In fact, by analyzing the feasibility of interference free con-
straints for multi-user multi-antenna TWR cellular systems, it
is not hard to show that the SA scheme is the unique solution
1By using the terminology “interference free solutions”, we refer to the
transmit strategies that can remove all interference. These solutions include
the ZF beamforming and ZF detector, the SA scheme, as well as the transmit
schemes using orthogonal frequency or time resources, which can null the
interference thoroughly.
2only for special antenna configurations, and the ZF scheme
ensures interference free transmission only when the number
of antennas at the RS is sufficiently large. Moreover, both of
them are designed as low complexity schemes without taking
into account the sum rate.
In this paper, we strive to find a low complexity interference
free transceiver towards maximizing sum rate under general
antenna settings. To provide a performance benchmark as well
as useful insight into the transceiver structure, we employ a
standard alternating optimization technique [14] to optimize
the BS and RS transceivers aiming at maximizing bidirec-
tional sum rate under interference free constraints. In order to
develop a low complexity transceiver scheme, we fix the BS
transceiver as the optimal BS precoder and detector in high
power region found from the alternating optimization. Based
on which we first optimize the RS transceiver to separately
maximize the uplink and downlink sum rates and then balance
the uplink and downlink sum rates to maximize the bidirec-
tional sum rate. Simulation results show that the balanced
scheme performs very close to the alternating optimization
solution, and outperforms existing ZF and SA schemes under
various scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the system model. Section III introduces the
alternating optimization solution. The balanced transceiver
scheme is proposed in IV. Simulation results are given in
section V, and conclusions are drawn in section VI. The major
symbols used in the paper are summarized in Table I.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a multi-user multi-antenna TWR system, which
consists of a BS equipped with NB antennas, a RS equipped
with NR antennas and NU single-antenna users. The BS and
multiple users exchange downlink and uplink information via
the RS, as shown in Fig. 1. The bidirectional transmission
takes place in two phases.
BS RS
UE 1
UE Nu
Ă
Wbr
Wr
1st phase signal
2
nd
phase signal
ĂĂ
Wbt
NB antennas NR antennas
Fig. 1. System model of the multi-user multi-antenna TWR cellular system
At the first phase, both the BS and multiple users transmit
to the RS. The received signal at the RS is given by
yr = HbrWbtxb +
√
PUHurxu + nr, (1)
where Hbr ∈ CNR×NB is the channel matrix from the BS to
the RS, Hur = (h1r, · · · ,hNUr), hir ∈ CNR×1 is the channel
vector from the ith user to the RS, xb and xu are the downlink
and uplink signal vectors to and from NU users and we assume
E(xbx
H
b ) = E(xux
H
u ) = INU , PU is the transmit power of
TABLE I
LIST OF IMPORTANT SYMBOLS
NB , NR, NU BS or RS antenna number or user number
Hbr ,Hur Channel matrix from the BS or from all users to
the RS
hir Channel vector from the ith user to the RS
Hir Channel matrix from all users other than the ith
user to the RS.
It is obtained from Hur with the ith column, hir ,
being removed.
Wbt, Wbr BS transmit or receive weighting matrix
wbti, wbri The ith column of Wbt or Wbr
Wr RS weighting matrix
xb Downlink signal vector transmitted by the BS
xu Uplink signal vector transmitted by all users
yr RS’s received signal vector in first phase
yb, yui BS’s or the ith user’s received signal in second
phase
PB , PR, PU The transmit power of BS or RS or a single user
N0 Noise variance
RU , RD , RS Uplink or downlink or bidirectional sum rate
IN Identity matrix of size N
(·)T , (·)H , (·)∗ Transpose, conjugate transpose or conjugate of a
matrix
‖·‖, (·)† Norm or pseudo inverse of a matrix
S⊥(X) Orthogonal subspace of matrix X
S⊥(X) = I −X
H (XXH )−1X if X is a wide
matrix
S⊥(X) = I −X(X
HX)−1XH if X is a high
matrix
diag(m) Diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the
elements of vector m
E(·) Mean value of a random variable
each user, nr is the Gaussian noise vector at the RS with zero
mean and covariance matrix N0INR , and Wbt ∈ CNB×NU
is the precoder matrix at the BS, which satisfies the transmit
power constraint as follows
‖Wbt‖
2 ≤ PB , (2)
where PB is the maximal transmit power of the BS.
At the second phase, the RS precodes its received signals
and then broadcasts them to the BS and users. The received
signals at the BS and the ith user are respectively given by
yb = W
T
br(H
T
brWryr + nb), (3)
yui = h
T
irWryr + nui, (1 ≤ i ≤ NU ), (4)
where Wr ∈ CNR×NR is the weighting matrix at the RS,
Wbr ∈ C
NB×NU is the receive weighting matrix at the BS,
and nb and nui are Gaussian noises at the BS and the ith user,
each with zero mean and variance N0.
The RS weighting matrix should satisfy the transmit power
constraint E(‖Wryr‖2) ≤ PR, which can be rewritten as
follows after substituting (1),
‖WrHbrWbt‖
2 + PU‖WrHur‖
2 +N0‖Wr‖
2 ≤ PR, (5)
3where PR is the maximal transmit power of the RS2.
All channels are assumed independent quasi-static flat fad-
ing and we consider time division duplexing for simplicity,
hence the channels in the 1st and 2nd phases are assumed
reciprocal. We assume that the BS and RS have global channel
information of all links as in [9]–[11].
III. TRANSCEIVER DESIGN BASED ON ALTERNATING
OPTIMIZATION
Even after we introduce the interference free constraints,
the problem of jointly optimizing BS and RS transceivers
that maximizes the bidirectional sum rate of multi-user multi-
antenna TWR systems is still non-convex and is very hard
to deal with. In this section, we employ a standard tool,
alternating optimization [14], to solve the optimization prob-
lem, which can serve as a performance benchmark for the
interference free transceivers.
Substituting (1) into (3), the received signal at the BS can
be rewritten as
yb =W
T
brH
T
brWrHbrWbtxb +
√
PUW
T
brH
T
brWrHurxu+
WTbrH
T
brWrnr +W
T
brnb, (6)
where the first term is the transmitted signal of the BS in the
first phase which can be removed by SIC, the second term
is the desired uplink signal, and the last two terms are the
noise amplified by the RS and the noise at the BS receiver,
respectively.
To eliminate the interference among the uplink signals, the
following constraint should be satisfied,
wTbriH
T
brWrhjr = 0, i 6= j, (7)
where wbri is the ith column of Wbr.
Substituting (1) into (4), the received signals at the ith user
can be rewritten as
yui =h
T
irWrHbrWbtxb +
√
PUh
T
irWrHurxu + h
T
irWrnr
+ nui (1 ≤ i ≤ NU ), (8)
where the first term consists of the downlink signals for all
NU users, the second term consists of the transmitted signals
from NU users in the first phase, and the last two terms are
noises.
To remove the interference, the BS and RS transceivers
should satisfy the following constraints,
hTirWrHbrwbtj = 0, i 6= j, (9)
hTirWrhjr = 0, i 6= j, (10)
where wbtj is the jth column of Wbt.
Considering the inter-user interference (IUI) free constraints
(7), (9) and (10) and the fact that the self-interference can be
canceled [13], the receive SNR of the ith uplink and downlink
signal can be respectively obtained as,
SNRUi =
PU |w
T
briH
T
brWrhir|
2
N0‖wTbriH
T
brWr‖
2 +N0‖wTbri‖
2
,
SNRDi =
|hTirWrHbrwbti|
2
N0‖hTirWr‖
2 +N0
. (11)
2We do not consider power control at the BS and RS. The inequality power
constraints are for simplifying the optimization.
Then the bidirectional sum rate of the TWR system is3,
RS = RU +RD =
NU∑
i=1
(RUi +RDi)
=
NU∑
i=1
[1
2
log2(1 + SNRUi) +
1
2
log2(1 + SNRDi)
]
,
(12)
where RU and RD denote the uplink and downlink sum rate,
RUi and RDi are the uplink and downlink data rates of the
ith user, and the pre-log factor 1/2 is due to the half-duplex
constraint.
In the following, we optimize one of the three transceiver
matrices by fixing the other two.
A. Optimization of Weighting Matrix Wr of RS
Here we fix Wbt and Wbr, and optimize Wr to maximize
the bidirectional sum rate under the RS transmit power con-
straint and the IUI-free constraints by solving the following
problem,
max
Wr
RS (13a)
s.t. (5), (7), (9) and (10). (13b)
The bidirectional sum rate RS is not a convex function of
Wr. To solve this non-convex problem and find the maximum
RS , we employ the concept of rate profile, which is introduced
in [15] to characterize the boundary rate-tuples of a capacity
region. We introduce a vector β = (β1, · · · , β2NU ) to specify
the rate profile, where
∑2NU
i=1 βi = 1 and βi ≥ 0. Then by
solving the following optimization problem,
max
Wr
RS (14a)
s.t. RUi ≥ βiRS , RDi ≥ βi+NURS , 1 ≤ i ≤ NU , (14b)
(5), (7), (9) and (10), (14c)
we will achieve a boundary point of the achievable rate region
specified by each vector β . After searching the optimal β
from all its possible values, we can find the optimal boundary
point corresponding to the maximum sum rate. For multi-user
case, it is too complicated to search all possible β . To reduce
the complexity, we use bisection algorithm [16] to search the
optimal β as in [8]. Although it is hard to rigorously prove
that the achievable rate region boundary is a convex hull in
terms of β , simulation results show that bisection algorithm
offers the same result as that of using brute-force searching.
To solve the problem (14), we apply a similar approach as in
[2] to convert the optimization problem (14) to a semidefinite
programming (SDP) problem with a rank-1 constraint, and
then we resort to the widely used semidefinite relaxation [17]
to handle the problem.
3The received non-white noise after amplifying and forwarding is treated
as white noise as in existing literature. This is in fact the worst case of the
problem, therefore the data rate obtained by log2(1 + SNR) can serve as a
lower bound.
4B. Optimization of Transmit Weighting Matrix Wbt of BS
In this subsection, we design Wbt given Wbr and Wr.
Since the transmit weighting matrix of the BS only affects
downlink rate when Wbr and Wr are fixed, we design it
to maximize the downlink sum rate RD. The design of Wbt
should consider the IUI free constraint (9) and the BS transmit
power constraint (2). It is also associated with the RS transmit
power constraint (5). Then the optimization problem can be
formulated as
max
Wbt
RD (15a)
s.t. (2), (5) and (9). (15b)
This is also a non-convex problem, which can be solved
by the same method as that we used to solve problem (13).
Define a vector β = [β1, · · · , βNU ], where
∑NU
i=1 βi = 1 and
βi ≥ 0. The solution of (15) can be found from solving the
following problem by searching the optimal β ,
max
Wbt
RD (16a)
s.t. RDi ≥ βiRD, 1 ≤ i ≤ NU , (16b)
(2), (5) and (9). (16c)
Each of the BS and RS power constraints (2) and (5)
imposes a constraint on the norm of a linear function of
Wbt. The IUI free constraint (9) is a linear constraint on
Wbt. According to [17], the rate tuple constraint (16b) can
be converted to linear constraints on Wbt. Therefore the
constraints in (16) form a second-order-cone feasible region
[17], and the size of the feasible region depends on RD.
Consequently, we can solve (16) by searching the maximal
RD that guarantees a non-empty feasible region. Bisection
method is applied to search RD. We use the CVX tool [18] to
check whether the feasible region is empty or not. If it is not
empty, the CVX tool will return a value of Wbt in the feasible
region. Finally, we will obtain both the maximum value of RD
and the optimal Wbt.
C. Optimization of Receive Weighting Matrix Wbr of BS
Given Wbt and Wr, Wbr only affects uplink sum rate.
Among the three IUI-free constraints, Wbr is only associate
with (7). Therefore, the optimization problem can be formu-
lated as
max
Wbr
RU
s.t. wTbriH
T
brWrhjr = 0, i 6= j. (17)
According to (11) and (12), the data rate of each uplink
stream, RUi, is only a function of wbri. Therefore, this
problem can be decoupled into NU subproblems. Since RUi is
a monotonic increasing function of SNRUi, each subproblem
can be formulated as
max
wbri
SNRUi (18a)
s.t. wTbriH
T
brWrhjr = 0, j 6= i. (18b)
Any feasible wbri should satisfy wTbriHTbrWrHir = 0,
where Hir is obtained from channel matrix Hur with the ith
column being removed. Define U⊥ir as a matrix consisting of
all the singular vectors of HTbrWrHir corresponding to its
zero singular values. Then we have
wbri = U
⊥
irx, (19)
where x is an arbitrary vector.
Rewrite the expression of SNRUi in (11) as follows,
SNRUi =
wTbri(PUH
T
brWrhirh
H
irW
H
r H
∗
br)w
∗
bri
wTbri(N0H
T
brWrW
H
r H
∗
br +N0INB )w
∗
bri
,
wTbriKSw
∗
bri
wTbriKINw
∗
bri
. (20)
where KS , PUHTbrWrhirhHirWHr H∗br and KIN ,
N0H
T
brWrW
H
r H
∗
br +N0INB .
By substituting (19) and (20), the optimization problem (18)
becomes
max
x
xTU⊥Tir KSU
⊥∗
ir x
∗
xTU⊥Tir KINU
⊥∗
ir x
∗
, (21)
which is a generalized Rayleigh ratio problem. The optimal x
is the eigenvector of U⊥Tir KSU⊥∗ir (U⊥Tir KINU⊥∗ir )−1 corre-
sponding to its largest eigenvalue [19].
By now, we have solved the three problems (13), (15) and
(17). When we find the alternating optimization solution, we
need to assign initial values for the transceiver matrices, which
should satisfy all the IUI free constraints and the transmit
power constraints. The initial values are set according to the
following procedure.
First, constraint (10) can be rewritten as a group of linear
equations of Wr as (hTjr ⊗ hTir)vec(Wr) = 0, i 6= j, where
⊗ denotes Kronecker product, and vec(·) is the vectorization
of a matrix by stacking its columns. The general solution of
this equation is given by
vec(Wr) = S⊥(KO)x, (22)
where KO is the matrix by stacking all hTir⊗hTjr, i 6= j, S⊥(·)
is the orthogonal subspace of a matrix, and x is an arbitrary
vector.
We pick one Wr from the general solution. Then we sub-
stitute the chosen Wr into (7) and (9), find general solutions
of these two set of equations similar to (22), and pick one
Wbt and one Wbr among the general solutions. Finally, we
multiply Wbt and Wr with proper scalars to satisfy the BS
and RS power constraints.
After assigning the initial values, we alternately optimize
one of the three transceiver matrices by fixing the other two.
The sum rate must increase with each iteration, otherwise, the
iteration is terminated. Due to this requirement, the alternating
procedure will surely converge. Because of the non-convex
nature of the optimization problem, the converged solution is
not guaranteed to be globally optimal, and depends on the
initial values. Nevertheless, we can increase the probability
to achieve the maximal bidirectional sum rate by repeating
the alternating optimization procedure with multiple random
initial values then picking the best solution.
5IV. BALANCED TRANSCEIVERS
In this section, we design a low complexity transceiver
toward achieving maximal bidirectional sum rate under the
interference free constraints. To this end, we decouple the
joint optimization of the BS and RS transceivers resorting
to the asymptotic analysis in high power region. Specifically,
we first find the BS precoder and detector from analyzing
asymptotic results of the alternating optimization solution.
Then we optimize the RS transceiver based on the given BS
transceiver, also in high power region.
A. BS Transceivers
1) BS Precoder: To obtain a closed form solution, we
consider an asymptotic region where the transmit power of
RS goes to infinity. When PR → ∞, the RS transmit power
constraint can be ignored, then the BS precoder optimization
problem in (15) can be reformulated as
max
Wbt
NU∑
i=1
log2(1 +
|hTirWrHbrwbti|
2
N0‖hTirWr‖
2 +N0
)
s.t. ‖Wbt‖2 ≤ PB,
hTirWrHbrwbtj = 0, i 6= j, (23)
which can be viewed as linear precoder optimization for down-
link multi-user multi-antenna system with a channel matrix
HTurWrHbr that maximizes the sum rate under interference
free constraints and total transmit power constraint. According
to [20], the optimal precoder is a ZF precoder with proper
power allocation, i.e.,
Wbt = (H
T
urWrHbr)
†Gb, (24)
where Gb is a diagonal power allocation matrix. For simplic-
ity, we consider equal power allocation at the BS, i.e.,
‖wbti‖
2 = PB/NU . (25)
2) BS Detector: To obtain a closed form detector, we
consider another asymptotic region where the transmit power
of the BS or users approaches infinity. When PU → ∞ or
PB →∞, the received SNR at the RS in the first phase goes
to infinity, then the RS forwarded noise can be neglected4.
In this case, KIN in (21) is N0INB . By solving the problem
(21) and applying (19), the optimal BS receiver vector wbri
can be obtained as U⊥irU⊥Hir (HTbrWrhir)∗, where U⊥irU⊥Hir
spans the orthogonal subspace of HTbrWrHir [19]. Therefore,
the optimal wbri is the projection of HTbrWrhir onto the
orthogonal subspace of HTbrWrHir , i.e., the optimal solution
is a ZF receiver for the equivalent uplink channel HTbrWrHur,
i.e.,
Wbr = [(H
T
brWrHur)
†]T . (26)
Note that the obtained BS precoder and detector in (24)
and (26) are not optimal for practical systems with finite
transmit power. Nonetheless, later we will show by simulations
that these ZF transceivers perform fairly well even when the
transmit powers are finite.
4This is not true for the case of deep fading where the channel coefficient
is approximately zero, but such a case is of low probability.
B. RS Transceiver
Now we find the solution of RS transceiver from (13) given
the BS transceivers (24) and (26). The IUI free constraints (7)
and (9) are satisfied owing to the usage of ZF transceivers at
the BS, and thus can be removed. Note that we consider equal
power allocation in the BS precoder, then the optimization
problem of RS transceiver can be reformulated as
max
Wr
RS (27a)
s.t. (5), (10), (24), (26) and (25). (27b)
To find a low complexity solution for this non-convex prob-
lem, we decouple it into two subproblems, which respectively
maximize the uplink and downlink sum rate. Then we combine
these two solutions to maximize the bidirectional sum rate.
When the transmit power of each user goes to zero, i.e.,
PU → 0
5
, the system uplink sum rate will approach to zero,
then RS → RD . From (11) and (12), the downlink sum rate
RD does not depend on Wbr, therefore the constraint (26)
in problem (27) can be removed. Moreover, in this case the
RS received signal at the first phase yr → HbrWbtxb +
nr. Then the RS power constraint (5) can be rewritten as
‖WrHbrWbt‖
2 +N0‖Wr‖
2 ≤ PR. Consequently, the prob-
lem (27) reduces to the following problem that maximizes the
downlink sum rate,
max
Wr
RD
s.t. (10), (24), (25) and
‖WrHbrWbt‖
2 +N0‖Wr‖
2 ≤ PR. (28)
Similarly, when the BS transmit power goes to zero, i.e.,
PB → 0, the problem (27) reduces to the following problem
that maximizes the uplink sum rate,
max
Wr
RU
s.t. (10), (26) and
PU‖WrHur‖
2 +N0‖Wr‖
2 ≤ PR. (29)
We will first solve these two subproblems, then combine
the two solutions of Wr to balance the uplink and downlink
rates, so as to maximize the bidirectional sum rate.
1) Design of Wr From Subproblem (28): We can show
that the optimal solution of (28) has the following structure
(see Appendix),
Wr = (H
T
ur)
†Gr1U
T , (30)
where Gr1 is a diagonal matrix and each column of U has
unit norm, i.e., ‖uj‖2 = 1.
The optimal structure of Wr can be intuitively explained as
follows. When PU → 0, there is only downlink transmission,
i.e., the RS receives signals from the BS and then forwards it
to the users. In this case, (HTur)† represents the ZF precoder
at the RS to broadcast signals to the users, Gr1 is a power
allocation matrix for different signal streams, and UT is the
receive weighting matrix at the RS, which separates the NU
downlink signals from the BS, see Fig. 2.
5This is not conflict with the optimality conditions of the ZF transceivers
at the BS, which are PR →∞ and either PB or PU →∞,
6Fig. 2. Structure of the optimal RS transceiver for downlink transmission
To obtain the power allocation matrix Gr1 =
diag(pr1, · · · , prNU ), we simply let the amplification
coefficients at the RS for all streams to be identical. Denote
each column of (HTur)† as qi. Since each downlink data
stream is received by uTi , amplified by pri, and forwarded by
qi, we design pri to ensure that each priqiuTi has the same
norm.
Our next task is to design the receive weighting matrix U.
Upon substituting (30), the optimization problem (28) can be
rewritten as
max
U
1
2
NU∑
i=1
log2
(
1 +
p2ri|u
T
i Hbrwbti|
2
N0p2ri +N0
) (31a)
s.t. uTi hjr = 0, i 6= j, ‖ui‖ = 1, (31b)
Wbt = (U
THbr)
†G−1r1 Gb, (31c)
‖wbti‖
2 = PB/NU , (31d)
‖(HTur)
†Gr1U
THbrWbt‖
2 +N0‖(H
T
ur)
†Gr1U
T ‖2
≤ PR. (31e)
This problem is non-convex, thereby we turn to find its
suboptimal solution. Since UT acts as the receiver at the RS
in downlink transmission, we design it to maximize the “data
rate” of BS-RS transmission instead of the two-phase downlink
transmission6.
During the BS-RS transmission, the half-duplex RS only
receives signals from the BS. Therefore, we do not consider
the RS transmit power constraint (31e), which can be met
later by adjusting Gr1. Then the BS-RS transmission rate
maximization problem is formulated as
max
U
NU∑
i=1
log2(1 + |u
T
i Hbrwbti|
2/N0) (32a)
s.t. (31b), (31c) and (31d). (32b)
Remark 1: If PR →∞, the objective function (31a) will be
the same as (32a) except for the pre-log factor 1/2, and the
RS power constraint (31e) can be omitted. This means that
the two optimization problems are approximately equivalent
when the RS has high transmit power.
Constraint (31c) shows that Wbt is a pseudo inverse of
UTHbr with power allocation. Define Ui as the matrix U with
the ith column ui being removed. Then using the principle of
6Since the RS does not decode message in AF protocol, in fact there is no
“BS-RS transmission data rate”. We use this terminology here for simplifying
the optimization problem.
orthogonal projection [19], we obtain that
|uTi Hbrwbti|/‖wbti‖
=‖uTi Hbr(I−H
H
brU
∗
i (U
T
i HbrH
H
brU
∗
i )
−1U
T
i Hbr)‖
,‖uTi HbrS⊥(U
T
i Hbr)‖.
Substituting this expression and (31d) into (32a), then the
problem (32) can be rewritten as
max
U
NU∑
i=1
log2(1 +
PB
NUN0
‖uTi HbrS⊥(U
T
i Hbr)‖
2)
s.t. uTi hjr = 0, i 6= j, ‖ui‖ = 1. (33)
Constraints (31c) and (31d) are omitted since the objective
function does not rely on Wbt now.
Solving problem (33) is nontrivial because we need to
jointly design all ui. To obtain a low-complexity solution, we
employ alternating optimization [14] again. We first initialize
U = 0. Then we alternately optimize each of the NU columns
of U. In each step, we optimize the ith column ui by solving
the problem (33) with all other columns Ui being fixed. After
each step, we renew the matrix U by replacing its ith column
by the optimized ui. The procedure stops when the value
of objective function in (33) does not increase any more.
Simulations show that the procedure always converges after
each of the NU columns has been optimized once.
In the above procedure, we need to solve the optimization
problem (33) with fixed Ui. Note that the constraint uTi hjr =
0, i 6= j can be rewritten as uTi Hir = 0. Any feasible ui must
lie in the orthogonal subspace of Hir. Therefore, we have
ui = S⊥(Hir)x, (34)
where x is an arbitrary vector. Then the optimization problem
(33) with fixed Ui can be rewritten as follows by substituting
(34),
max
x
‖xTS⊥(Hir)
THbrS⊥(U
T
i Hbr)‖
s.t. ‖x‖ = 1. (35)
The optimal value of x is the left singular vector of
S⊥(Hir)
THbrS⊥(U
T
i Hbr) corresponding to its largest sin-
gular value [19]. Then from (34), we can obtain the optimal
ui.
Substituting the optimization result U⋆ into (30), the RS
weighting matrix designed for maximizing the downlink sum
rate can be obtained as W⋆1r = (HTur)†Gr1U⋆T .
2) Design of Wr From Subproblem (29): We can also
show that the optimal RS weighting matrix that maximizes
the uplink sum rate has the following structure,
W⋆2r = U
⋆Gr2H
†
ur, (36)
where U⋆ and Gr2 can be obtained similarly as in the last
subsection. We do not present the detailed derivation for
concision.
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COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
RS BS
major operations complexity major operations complexity
ZF scheme pseudo inverse of a NR × 2NU
matrix
O(NRN
2
U
) none 0
SA scheme pseudo inverse of a NR × NU
matrix
O(NRN
2
U
) pseudo inverse of a NB×NU
matrix
O(NBN
2
U
)
Balanced scheme
pseudo inverse of a NR × NU
matrix,
NU times of SVD of NR ×
(NB −NU + 1) matrix
O(NRN
2
U
)+
O(NRNU (NB −NU + 1)
2)
pseudo inverse of NB × NU
matrices
O(NBN
2
U
)
3) Balancing RU and RD to Maximize Bidirectional Sum
Rate: Consider that bidirectional sum rate RS = RU + RD,
while W⋆1r and W⋆2r are respectively optimized for RU and
RD. To improve RS , we propose the following RS weighting
matrix,
WBLr = cγ(γW
⋆1
r + (1 − γ)W
⋆2
r ), (37)
where the power adjusting factor γ, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, is used for
controlling the power proportion to W⋆1r and W⋆2r to balance
the uplink and downlink sum rate, cγ is used to meet the
total RS transmit power constraint. In practical systems, after
obtaining W⋆1r and W⋆2r , the RS can search for an optimal γ
that maximizes the bidirectional sum rate.
Remark 2: In a TWR system with single user and single-
antenna BS, WBLr turns out to be a maximal-ratio combina-
tion and maximal-ratio transmission (MRC-MRT) weighting
matrix. It is shown in [2] that the bidirectional sum rate
gap between MRC-MRT and the optimal scheme is no more
than 0.2bps/Hz. Though in multi-user multi-antenna TWR
system, we cannot draw the same conclusion via rigorously
analysis, the simulation results in section V will show that
such a balanced solution performs closely to the alternating
optimization solution.
Remark 3: By substituting W⋆1r and W⋆2r into (37), we
have
WBLr = cγ(γ(H
T
ur)
†Gr1U
⋆T + (1− γ)U⋆Gr2H
†
ur). (38)
As shown in (34), each column of matrix U⋆ lies in the
orthogonal subspace of Hir, i.e., u⋆i ∈ S⊥(Hir). The ith
column of (HTur)† also lies in that orthogonal subspace, i.e.,
qi ∈ S⊥(Hir).
When NR = NU , i.e., the number of RS antennas equals to
the number of users, the matrix Hir is a NR×(NR−1) matrix.
Therefore, the rank of its orthogonal subspace S⊥(Hir) is
one. Since both of u⋆i and qi lie in the same rank-1 sub-
space, they are linearly dependent, i.e., u⋆i = diqi, where
di is a scalar. Therefore, we have U⋆ = (HTur)†D, where
D = diag(d1, · · · , dNU ). Substituting this expression into
(38), we obtain
WBLr = (H
T
ur)
†(cγγGr1D
T + cγ(1− γ)DGr2)H
†
ur
, (HTur)
†GBLr H
†
ur, (39)
where GBLr , cγγGr1DT + cγ(1 − γ)DGr2 is a diagonal
matrix.
Comparing (39) with the RS transceiver in the SA scheme
proposed in [9]–[11], we see that WBLr has the same form as
that of the SA scheme. Substituting (39) into (24) and (26),
it is easy to show that the BS transceivers in our balanced
solution also have the same forms as those in the SA scheme.
This indicates that the SA scheme is a special case of the
balanced solution when NR = NU . In fact, in such a setting,
it is not hard to show that the solution of interference free
constraints (7), (9) and (10) is unique, which is exactly the
SA scheme.
C. Complexity Comparison
Here we compare the computational complexities of the
balanced scheme and the existing ZF [8] and SA schemes
[9]–[11].
In the ZF scheme, the major operation at the RS is to
compute the pseudo inverse of a NR × 2NU matrix. Since
all the interference are eliminated by the RS, the BS needs to
do nothing. In the SA scheme, the major operations at the RS
and the BS are to compute the pseudo inverses of a NR×NU
matrix and a NB ×NU matrix, respectively.
In the balanced scheme, to obtain the RS transceiver (37),
we need to compute H†ur, U, Gr1 and Gr2, and search
for the optimal balancing factor γ. Specifically, we need to
perform NU times of singular vector decomposition (SVD) to
alternately design the NU columns of U. According to (35),
each SVD is performed for a NR × (NB −NU + 1) matrix.
Only vector norm operation is required to compute the power
allocation matrices Gr1 and Gr2, for which the complexity
can be neglected compared with those of the pseudo inverse
and SVD. The complexity of finding the optimal γ can also
be ignored, which only requires a scalar searching operation.
To obtain the BS transceivers in our balanced scheme (24) and
(26), we need to compute the pseudo inverses of two NB×NU
matrices.
A widely used method for computing pseudo inverse is
using SVD, which results in a complexity of O(mn2) flops
to compute the pseudo inverse of a m×n matrix [21], where
m ≥ n. The complexities of the transceiver schemes are
present in Table II, which shows that the complexity of the
8balanced scheme is on the same order as those of the SA and
ZF schemes.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
transceivers and compare them with existing schemes by
simulations. We assume that all channels are independent
and identically distributed Rayleigh fading channels, and all
simulation results are obtained by averaging over 1000 Monte-
Carlo trails. For a fair comparison, we use equal power
allocation at the BS and RS in all the transceiver schemes. We
assume that the noise variance N0 is identical at the BS, RS
and each user. The transmit power of each user PU = 1. The
BS and RS transmit power are PB and PR, respectively. We
define 1/N0 as the transmit SNR. Without otherwise specified,
we set NB = 2, NR = 4, NU = 2, PB = PR = 2, and
SNR = 30 dB.
A. Impact of the Adjusting factor
The sum rates of balanced scheme versus the power adjust-
ing factor γ are shown in Fig. 3, where the upper sub-figure
shows the uplink and downlink sum rates and the lower sub-
figure shows the bidirectional sum rate. When γ = 0, the RS
weighting matrix Wr = W⋆2r , which aims to maximize the
uplink sum rate. Therefore, the system achieves high uplink
sum rate but low downlink sum rate in this case. By contrast,
when γ = 1, the system achieves high downlink rate but
low uplink rate. By adjusting the value of γ, the uplink and
downlink performance are balanced and higher bidirectional
sum rate is achieved. The optimal γ under this case is 0.5.
Fig. 3. Sum rates vs. the power adjusting factor γ, NB = 2, NR = 4, and
NU =2
B. Convergence of the Alternating Optimization Solution
To study the convergence of the alternating optimiza-
tion algorithm, we respectively use the proposed balanced
transceiver, the ZF and SA transceivers and multiple random
weighting matrices as its initial value. When using random
matrices as the initial values, we pick one from multiple results
that converges to the highest sum rate.
Figure 4 shows the bidirectional sum rate versus the iteration
number. The sum rate converges rapidly but the converged
result depends on the initial values due to the non-convexity
nature of the optimization problem. Nonetheless, by using
multiple random initial values, higher bidirectional sum rate
can be achieved. We observe from extensive simulations that
when the number of random initial values exceeds 20, the
performance gain is marginal. Therefore, we can take the result
with 20 random initial values as a near-optimal result. It is
shown that the performance of the balanced transceiver is very
close to that of the near-optimal result. In the following, we
will use the balanced transceiver as the initial value for the
alternating optimization.
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Fig. 4. Convergence of the alternating optimization algorithm with different
initial values, NB = 2, NR = 4, and NU =2
C. Comparison among Different Transceivers
We compare the bidirectional sum rates of alternating opti-
mization solution and the balanced transceiver with those of
the ZF [8] and SA schemes [9]–[11]. We also compare with a
minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) transceiver without the
interference free constraints, where the MMSE BS transceiver
and MMSE RS transceiver were alternately optimized [22].
Figure 5 shows the impact of the antenna number of the RS,
where “Al-Opt” denotes the alternating optimization solution.
When there are two users, the ZF scheme needs at least 4
antennas at the RS to cancel all the interference, while the SA
scheme only needs 2 antennas. From the simulation results, we
see that when NR ≤ 4 the sum rate of the ZF scheme reduces
sharply due to the residual IUI, but the SA scheme performs
much better. When NR > 4, the ZF scheme becomes superior
because it can remove all IUI but the SA scheme suffers from a
power loss when aligning the downlink signals with the uplink
signals. The sum rate of the balanced transceiver is close to
that of the alternating optimization solution, both are higher
than the existing ZF and SA schemes for any antenna number
at the RS.
Figure 6 shows the impact of the user number on the
performance of different transceivers. We set NB = NR = 4,
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Fig. 5. Sum rates of four transceivers vs. RS antenna number, NB = 2, and
NU =2
and PB = PR = 4. Round robin scheduler is applied, where
the scheduled user number NU is from 1 to 4. It shows that
the performance of the ZF scheme degrades severely when
NU > 2 because the four-antenna RS can not cancel all
IUI. With the SA scheme, the proposed balanced scheme and
the alternating optimization solution, the system achieves the
highest bidirectional sum rate when three users are scheduled,
where both the balanced scheme and alternating optimization
result have about 2bps/Hz sum rate gain over the SA scheme.
When NU = 4, we see that the performance of the balanced
transceiver and the SA scheme are exactly the same. This
agrees well with our earlier analysis in Remark 3.
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Fig. 6. Sum rate of four transceivers vs. user number, NB = 4, and NR =
4
In Fig. 7 we compare the sum rate of the interference free
transceiver schemes with the MMSE transceiver [22]. We can
see that our balanced scheme provides higher sum rate than the
existing ZF and SA schemes in a wide range of transmit SNR.
The MMSE scheme is slightly superior to our balanced scheme
in low SNR region, but is inferior to the proposed scheme
in high SNR region. This is because the MMSE solution in
[22] is obtained via alternating optimization, which is not
guaranteed to be globally optimal. In high SNR region, the
system is interference-limited, therefore the proposed scheme
outperforms the MMSE solution by removing all the interfer-
ence.
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Fig. 7. Sum rate vs. SNR, NB = 2, NR = 4, and NU = 2.
In Fig. 8, we provide the sum rate under each single
channel realization to understand the behavior of the IUI free
transceivers. We see that the ZF and SA schemes perform
differently for a given channel. The ZF scheme requires the RS
to separate all the signals transmitted by the users and BS, and
performs well only when the channel vectors from the users
and the BS are mutually orthogonal. Contrarily, the SA scheme
needs to align the signals transmitted by the BS onto the same
directions of the signals transmitted by the users, and thus
performs well only when the channel vectors from the users
and those from the BS have the same direction. Our balanced
scheme can adaptively adjust transmission strategy depending
on the channel condition to ensure IUI free without the
requirements for channel “orthogonalization” or “alignment”.
Therefore, its sum rate is always higher than those of ZF and
SA schemes.
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Fig. 8. Sum rate under different channel realizations, NB = 2, NR = 4, and
NU = 2.
In Fig. 9, we compare the outage probabilities of the IUI free
transceivers with 105 Monte-Carlo trails, where the system is
10
in outage if its bidirectional sum rate drops below a given
threshold, which is set as 2bps/Hz. We see that our balanced
scheme achieves much lower outage probability than both the
ZF and SA schemes. Moreover, since the sum rate of the
balanced scheme is always “riding on the peak” of the ZF and
SA schemes as shown in Fig. 8, the balanced scheme achieves
higher diversity gain, and its outage probability decreases
much faster than those of the ZF and SA schemes as the SNR
increases.
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Fig. 9. Outage probability vs. SNR, NB = 2, NR = 4, and NU = 2.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have designed transceiver for multi-
user multi-antenna two-way relay systems. We first employed
alternating optimization to find the BS and RS transceivers
that maximizes the bidirectional sum rate under interference
free constraints. We proceeded to propose a low complexity
balanced transceiver scheme. By analyzing the solution of the
alternating optimization in high transmit power region, we find
that zero-forcing BS transceivers are asymptotically optimal.
Given the BS transceivers, we designed the RS transceivers
by respectively maximizing the uplink and downlink rate,
which are then combined with a power adjustment factor to
maximize the bidirectional sum rate. Existing signal alignment
scheme was shown as a special case of the balance scheme
where the relay antenna number equals to the user number.
Simulation results showed that the performance gap between
the balanced scheme and the alternating optimization solution
is minor. In general system settings, the bidirectional sum rate
of the balanced transceiver is higher than the existing signal
alignment and zero-forcing schemes.
APPENDIX
Proof of the Optimal Structure of Wr in (30)
Define Vur ∈ CNR×NU as a matrix consisting of the NU
singular vectors of HTur, and V⊥ur ∈ CNR×(NR−NU ) as a
matrix consisting of the NR − NU singular vectors of the
orthogonal subspace of HTur. Then VF = [Vur V⊥ur] is a
unitary matrix, and Wr can be expressed as
Wr = VFV
H
F Wr = VurA
T +V⊥urB
T , (40)
where A ∈ CNR×NU , B ∈ CNR×(NR−NU ) are two arbitrary
matrices.
Since hTirV⊥ur = 0, from (11), the downlink sum rate RD
can be written as
RD =
1
2
NU∑
i=1
log2(1 +
|hTirVurA
THbrwbti|
2
N0‖hTirVurA
T ‖2 +N0
). (41)
Substituting (40) into (24), we have Wbt =
(HTurVurA
THbr)
†Gb, which is not a function of B.
Therefore, the value of B does not affect the constraints (24)
and (25) in problem (28). According to (41), the objective
function RD of problem (28) also does not depend on B.
Substituting (40) into (10), we obtain hTirWrhjr =
hTirVurA
Thjr = 0, i 6= j, which shows that the value of
B does not affect the constraint (10) either.
We can show that the RS transmit power is minimized when
B = 0 as follows,
‖WrHbrWbt‖
2 +N0‖Wr‖
2
=‖VurA
THbrWbt‖
2 + ‖V⊥urB
THbrWbt‖
2
+N0‖VurA
T ‖2 +N0‖V
⊥
urB
T ‖2
≥PB‖VurA
THbrWbt‖
2 +N0‖VurA
T ‖2.
It indicates that for any given Wr = VurAT + V⊥urBT ,
we can always find a W⋆r = VurAT , which achieves the
same downlink rate RD as that with Wr but consumes less
RS power. Therefore, the optimal Wr for (28) should has the
structure of Wr = VurAT .
Denote the singular value decomposition of HTur as
UurDurV
H
ur , where Dur,Uur are both non-singular matrix,
then we have
Wr = VurA
T = Vur(D
−1
urU
H
urUurDur)A
T
= (HTur)
†UurDurA
T , (HTur)
†MT ,
where MT , UurDurAT . Divide the matrix M =
(m1, · · · ,mNU ) into two matrices, U = (u1, · · · ,uNU ) and
Gr1 = diag(pr1, · · · , prNU ), where uj , mj/‖mj‖ and
prj , ‖mj‖. Finally, we have Wr = (HTur)†Gr1UT .
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